Your Project Title - One Sentence Long

Your Team Name - Make It Unique and Fun!
… but do not use anything copyrighted, or offensive to other competitors. Your team name should represent where you are from, and your team personality.

Team Members
List all of your team members, their email addresses, and any credentials such as other edge AI projects, educational backgrounds, other competitions they have won, etc. University teams can have up to 10 members, standard teams are allowed 1-4.
Description

Make sure to describe both the problem your project is attempting to solve, and your proposed solutions. Try to keep this description concise, but not overly vague. We want to see proposals that we believe can be achieved by the team submitting them.

You may use multiple paragraphs, and we encourage you to attach any compelling video or still images that go along with your project AFTER this description section. Mockups are appreciated!